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Abstract 

The relocation of logistic companies’ from the inner centres to the logistic 

platforms significantly affects both the supply chain management and the 

urban sustainability development. Recently the concept of city logistics and 

intermodality has received a significant attention from both academics and 

decision makers. City logistics play a pivotal role to ensure the liveability of 

urban areas but, in parallel, urban freight transport also has a significant effect 

on the quality of life in the urban settings. Optimization of urban freight 

transportation have an important input in the context of sustainability and 

liveability of cities and urban areas reducing traffic congestion, decreasing road 

accidents, alleviating CO2 emissions and noise impacts. 

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the relocation of a case logistics 

company from the city centre to a suburban area. To do this, a wide range of 

literature reviews pertaining the influence of peripheral logistics platform on 

the city sustainability were investigated. It seems that there are not well-

defined models which can make a comprehensive and quantitative assessment 

in the context of sustainability for the relocation of business premises. Further 

investigation was done by conducting a case study on DHL, field observation 

of traffic flow. Based on all the collected information from the relevant 

sources, a mixed methods research was applied including a qualitative 

approach and a quantitative approach. A systematic approach was therefore 

developed in the context of sustainable development which can be used as an 

assessment tool for the major factors that enlighten the decision makers to 

consider the relocation of the logistics companies.  

A systematic approach was developed by this thesis which facilitates the 

assessment of key factors that impact the relocation decision in the context of 

all the three sustainable aspects: economic, social and environmental 

development. These impacts represent traffic congestion, time and distance of 

transportation, emission, cost optimization and transport mobility. 

Keywords: Relocation, Logistics Park, Logistics Platform, Urban Freight 

Transport, City logistics, Sustainable Development, Value Added Service, 

CO2 Emissions, Simulation, Mixed Methods, Intermodality. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Research background 

At present, the world is facing the various sustainability problems and challenges in every 

sector (Markard et al., 2012). Energy, water, transportation, agriculture, air quality are 

some of those problems (IEA, 2011). Among them, the transportation sector has a major 

backdrop which is mainly challenged by congestion mainly road traffic, local air pollution, 

fossil fuel exhaustion, CO2 emissions and risks of accidents (Geels et al., 2011). While 

most of the problems have environmental and social impacts, they have the economic 

impacts too (Markard et al., 2012), which are even more formidable in times of financial 

crisis and public budget overruns (IEA, 2009). According to Olivier and Slack (2006), 

when joint ownerships, collaborations or the share of modes/terminals take place, people 

can always get improved economies of desired scale and scope. Few statistics reveal that 

action, initiatives, and sustainable solutions are required in order to identify new 

techniques and strategies to improve quality of citizen’s life. A glimpse of the statistics 

which need to be taken very seriously, as follows: 

 Over 50% of the world population lives in cities (Grimm et al., 2008; Russo and 

Comi, 2012); 

 More than 100 million people have migrated to cities globally since the beginning 

of this decade (Lee, 2014); 

 In Europe, around 75% of the population lives in urban areas (European 

Commission, 2014); 

 Annually, approximately 1% of Gross Domestic Product is lost by the European 

economy due to congestion (European Commission, 2011); 

 Urban freight vehicles account for 6-18% of total urban travel (Figliozzi, 2010); 

 Urban freight transport accounts for 19% of energy use and 21% of CO2 emissions 

(Russo and Comi, 2012); and 

 At least 70% of world population will live in cities by 2050 (Lee, 2014). 

For the similar reasons, cities need to identify different new strategies to increase their 

citizen’s quality of life while maintaining economic development (Schliwa, 2015). With 

increasing urban traffic problem and the rise of congestion not only in big but also in 

medium cities, transportation process needs to be organized using different strategies such 

as city logistics (Morana, 2014). Taniguchi et al. (2001) define city logistics as the process 

for totally optimizing the logistics and transport activities by private companies around 

thecity areas while taking in consideration about the traffic environment, the traffic 

congestion and energy consumption within the structure of a market economy. Many 

researchers study the city logistics and the related difficulties with it (e.g. Anand et al., 

2012; Buliung and Kanaroglou, 2007; Taniguchi et al., 2012). Maggi and Vallino (2015) 
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identified two difficulties: a large number of stakeholders and their perspectives. The key 

stakeholders include public sectors (such as public authorities, inhabitants) and private 

sectors (shipper and freight carrier and urban freight transport), where these two sectors 

perceive different visions towards their own targets (Taniguchi et al., 2012). So with the 

current pressure on companies from public authorities, they require to consider not only 

the economic dimension but also the environmental and social aspects, which encourage 

companies to use sustainable supply chain management that can be achieved through urban 

logistic developments (Morana, 2014) and can increase global competition (Prasad and 

Sounderpandian, 2003). 

The global competitive advantage is one of the main reasons which leads to achieving great 

logistics performance, better international trade and opens new markets and encourages 

business (Ekici et al., 2016). There has been an outstanding impact on the practice and 

theory of logistics because of worldwide globalization and industrialization (Rimienė and 

Grundey, 2007). In addition, Prasad and Sounderpandian (2003) mentioned a modern 

structure called ‘global supply chain’ which can be coupled with the logistics activities of a 

multinational firm which enables the firms to achieve the competitive advantages 

throughout its operations, corresponding connections and relationships with buyers and 

suppliers. Stronger international competition and the expanding geographical markets 

have been forcing manufacturers, exporters, importers, and stakeholders to focus on 

integrated manufactures and logistics strategies in order to reduce costs, and at the same 

time, to obtain a higher service value (Banomyong, 2004). Collaborative hub networks 

can be one of the response to decrease the logistics and transportation cost by maintaining 

a better service level which is better fitted for handling larger volumes such as rail and 

shipping so that the economics of such scale can be obtained (Groothedde et al., 2005). 

For example, relationships with distributors may help firms to reduce the material 

shipment time from the suppliers to the buyer and from the buyer-manufacturer to the 

market (Cambra-Fierro and Ruiz-Benitez, 2009). Moreover, the integration with other 

companies may help firms to have better collaboration, coordination, and cooperation 

which can increase the trade-off efforts between partners to enhance the overall efficiency 

of the supply chain (Holweg et al., 2005). So Cambra-Fierro and Ruiz-Benitez (2009) 

highlighted about creating a logistics platform where different agents of the supply chain 

can be integrated into the same physical place, which can reduce the transportation cost 

and transportation cycle time, improves overall customer service and in fact contributes to 

a critical competitive advantage. The Zaragoza Logistics Platform (PLAZA), in Spain and 

Padua Cityporto in Italycan be good examples of great intermodal logistics platforms. This 

kind of logistics platforms seem great to build more sustainable and user-friendly 

intermodal logistics platforms, which according to Rondinelli and Berry (2000), can help 

to achieve efficient and strong relationships with all the agents involved with the supply 

chain. 
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As transportation and logistics system continue to integrate, their impacts on the ecology 

especially air, water, and land resources will become more complicated in the near future 

(Rondinelli and Berry, 2000). Firms must realign their competitive priorities by focusing 

on accessibility, warehouse location, adaptation to customers, quality, routing constraints, 

types of transportation modes, delivery time, reliability, and cost (Banomyong, 2004; 

Rodrigue, 2008). For this reason, many researchers (Sheffi, 2013, Holweg et al., 2005; 

Matopoulos et al., 2007; Singh and Power, 2009) think successful organizations are now 

collaborating with suppliers, distributors, and other stakeholders to get the advantage of 

economic, social and environmental benefits. Hence, the relocation of a business from the 

city centre to consolidated logistics parks can play significant roles in enhancing and 

increasing the logistics activities meanwhile resolving the city traffic congestion and noise, 

optimizing the efficiency of freight transport, minimizing the greenhouse-gas emission and 

reducing the transportation cost (Kayikci, 2010). 

1.2 Research gap and motivation 

In the past few years, the theories and studies on sustainability transitions made a 

significant impact to make us understand the very complicated and multi-dimensional 

subjects which are necessary to adapt for the social, economic and environmental 

sustainability in manufacturing and consumption areas: transport, energy, housing, 

agriculture, food, communication etc., (Geels, 2005; Hekkert et al., 2007;; Markard et 

al., 2012;). The transition here could be understood as the shifts or innovation between 

the social and technological configurations including new technologies along with 

reciprocal changes in global markets, user practices, cultural barriers and governing 

institutions (Geels et al., 2008). Arguably the best-known example of a sustainability 

transition concerns about the decarbonization of energy and transport systems (Verbong 

and Geels, 2007), which can be achieved by developing a framework that suits logistics 

facilities around central city areas (Aljohani and Thompson, 2016). According to Aljohani 

and Thompson (2016), this framework should include selecting the best location and land, 

kind of activities, transport modes and users, which can facilitate the following 

improvements: 

 Reducing the number of freight transports in the city centres; 

 Increasing the load utilization of incoming and outgoing freight vehicles; 

 Completing distribution and collection activities to businesses and to end 

consumers using light vehicles; 

 Increasing the utilization and efficiency of loading/unloading zones; and 

 Motivating the distribution activities in the central city to be changed to off-peak 

hours.  
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Though most of the long routed freight transportation demand is met using the road 

transportation, specifically using trucks because of the economic aspects, it still results in a 

significant environmental and traffic problems (Crainic and Kim, 2007). To control and 

overcome these problems, bureaucrats started to promote the use of intermodal freight 

transportation networks (Ghane-Ezabadi, 2016). For example, the European Commission 

has been running Marco Polo program in European zone to encourage the shift of freight 

demand from the road to other transportation (European Commission, 2014). There are 

lot of recent research based on sustainable city logistics and urban transport system (e.g. 

Ruske, 1994; Kohler, 1997; Taniguchi et al., 2001, Crainic et al., 2016, Nathanail et al., 

2017; Franceschetti et al., 2017; Groß et al., 2017) but there are very limited articles 

based on relocation of logistics companies from city centre to other logistics platforms, 

which has a wide range of dimensions to be researched. So, this thesis is a small attempt to 

fill up the gap to find a systematic approach to identify the benefits of relocating freight 

transport enterprises from the city centre to logistics platform. By conducting a mixed 

methods strategy and using both qualitative and quantitative research, this thesis will also 

attempt to figure out the benefits that can be obtained by the community as a consequence 

of the business relocation. 

1.3 Purpose and research questions 

The purpose of the study is to develop a systematic approach to assess the key factors that 

can encourage the logistics companies to relocate their business premises from the city 

centre to a logistics park in the context of sustainability. In addition, the study will 

investigate the advantages which could be obtained as the consequence of relocating 

business premises and by establishing a new logistics park. The paper is intended to study 

the case of DHL freight service as a pioneer sample for transferring their premise in order 

to find the answer to the following research questions (RQ’s): 

RQ1. What are the factors that encourage logistics companies to relocate their business from city 

centre to peripheral area in the context of sustainability? 

RQ2. What are the economic, environmental and social benefits from the relocation of the freight 

companies for the community? 

RQ3. How can a systematic approach be beneficial for assessment of the key factors that influence the 

relocation of businesses to Logistics Park? 

1.4 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis follows the structure that includes introduction, literature review, methods, 

results, discussion and a conclusion as per the table 1 below: 
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Table 1. Structure of this thesis 

 

2 Literature Review 

2.1 Sustainability and urban logistics 

The link between sustainability issues and urbanization has gained significant attention 

over the last few decades in the context of political, economic and social perspective 

(McCormick et al., 2013). Lilja and Legner (2010) link the cities with economic and 

ecological problems such as poverty and separation, consumption of resources, 

disagreement between groups, air pollution, congestion and scarcity of spatial. Sustainable 

development has become a ‘buzzword’ in both academic and business world and the word 

‘sustainability’ has been present for the last decades in journals, papers, offices, 

boardrooms and everywhere (Paul, 2008). The report “Our Common Future”, published 

by the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), most commonly 

known as the Brundtland Report, threw a major insight of the term “sustainable 

• Research background, gap, motivation, purpose 
and reseach questions are included to achieve the 
objectives of the research

Chapter 1

Introduction

• A thorough literature review which helps to 
determine the research methodology

Chapter 2

Literature Review

• Research approach, design, process, data 
collection techniques etc. are presented with the 
quality assessment of the research.

Chapter 3

Methods

• Developing a systematic six-step strategy about 
how to assess business relocation.

Chapter 4

A systematic approach to 
assess business relocation

• Findings from this thesis.
Chapter 5

Results and Findings

• On the basis of literature review and result, the 
research questions are discussed in this chapter.

Chapter 6

Analysis and discussion

• A brief summery and findings of the thesis with 
the limitations and contribution for the future 
research.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
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development” (SD) which is defined as ‘a development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (WCED, 

1987). From the basic point of view, sustainability indicates the effects of indirect and 

long-lasting impacts where the concepts of sustainability and sustainable development 

originally focused on certain long-term environmental effects: natural resource 

consumption and ecological deterioration (including climate change), but have expanded 

to include other issues (Litman, 2009). Elkington (1999) designed the Triple Bottom Line 

(TBL) concept, which considers some other bottom-line aspects beyond the traditional 

perspectives: social and environmental measurements. Lozano (2008), however, 

highlighted and introduced another point of views on sustainability based on the WCED’s 

concept which include: (1) The traditional economists’ perspective, (2) social perspective, 

(3) integration perspective which encompasses economic, environmental, and social 

dimensions, 4) inter-generational perspective which focuses on time, and 5) the holistic 

perspective, which is intended to facilitate the understanding of the public of SD, and raise 

their awareness to recognize its drawbacks such as visualizing the SD as status quo issue, 

non-realizing the complete interlink between the sustainability dimension and not taking 

time into consideration. However, this thesis is discussing the sustainability from the 

perspective of triple bottom line. 

As a part of the contribution to improving the socio-economic sustainable aspects, urban 

logistics is being widely researched as a subject that mainly deals with different issues 

regarding planning and managing urban freight transport systems (Gonzalez-Feliu et al., 

2014). The aim of urban logistics is to minimize the logistics systems within an urban area 

by considering the costs and benefits of schemes to the public and private sectors (Lidasan, 

2011). Private shippers and freight carriers aim to reduce their freight costs while 

responding to the public sector’s concern to alleviate traffic congestion and environmental 

problems (Taniguchi et al, 2001, p.83). As a whole, urban logistics may be defined as a 

disciplinary field that aims to study and analyse the different organizations, logistics 

schemes, stakeholders and planning actions related to the improvement of the different 

freight transport systems in an urban zone and link them in a synergic way to decrease the 

main nuisances (Gonzalez-Feliu et al., 2014). 

2.2 Sustainability in the context of urban freight transport 

system 

2.2.1 Urban transport system 

According to Behrends et al. (2008), the transport system in a sustainable society needs to 

fulfil the principles defined by Brundtland (WCED, 1987), where the economic, social 

and environmental security plays significant roles. Litman (2009) also stated 

transportation as an important factor for sustainability which has some remarkable 
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environmental, social and economic impacts. In April 2001, the EU Council’s European 

Sustainable Development Strategy adopted the definition of a sustainable transport system 

(European Commission, 2004) which includes (1) the basic approach and development of 

individuals, companies, and societies that need to be met safely and in a way which is 

consistent with human and ecosystem health and encourages equity within and between 

consecutive generations; (2) affordable, adequate and efficient operation, offering choice 

for different transport modes supporting a competitive economy and a balanced regional 

development; (3) limited emissions and waste maintaining the absorbing ability of the 

earth and using renewable and recycling processes; (4) using resources as per or below 

their rate of generation and non-renewable resources at or below the rates of development 

of renewable commodities while minimizing the impact on the use of land and decreasing 

the generation of noise. 

Since the report by Brundtland in 1987 brought global attention to the concept of 

sustainable development, researchers, scholars, and professionals have worked to apply its 

principles in the context of urbanization and metropolitanization (Goldman and Gorham, 

2006). The urban transportation plays a significant role in the evolution of sustainable 

urban development (Russo and Comi, 2012). May et al. (2001, p.26) stated six sub-

objectives of sustainable urban transport system based on the generic principles of 

sustainable development. These principles cover: 1) economic development, 2) liveable 

and healthy roads, streets and neighbourhoods, 3) protection of the ecosystem, 4) equity 

and social incorporation, 5) safety and 6) contribution to economic swing. 

The two most important challenges for transport in urban areas are emissions and road 

congestion by freight transportation (EU Commission, 2010). So a traditional way of 

solving road congestion is to increase the capacity of road networks and to get rid of 

emissions by using sustainable transportation (UNESCAP and CITYNET, 2012). 

Richardson (2005) also labels safety, fuel consumption, access to roads, congestion, and 

vehicle emissions as five key indicators for sustainable transportation which is very 

important especially in urban areas.  

2.2.2 Sustainable urban freight transportation system 

As stated by the OECD (2003), freight transport is a fundamental component of urban life 

which means the delivery of consumer goods (not only by retail but also by other sectors 

such as manufacturing) in cities and suburban areas, including the reverse flow of used 

goods in terms of clean waste. Dablanc (2008, p.3) defines urban freight transport from 

an actor’s perspective and stated as the transport of goods carried out by or for 

professionals in an urban environment. Urban freight transport enables citizens to have 

access to products which are consumed and used daily (food, clothes, furniture, books, 

cars, computers etc.) wherever and whenever they require, thus playing an essential role 

in meeting the needs of citizens, but at the same time contributes significantly to the 
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unsustainable effects on the environment, economy and society (Behrends et al., 2008). 

This transport system is a major contributing factor to the unsustainability of urban areas 

and a variety of negative impacts on social, environmental and economic aspects of urban 

freight transport which can be targeted by the policymakers to improve sustainable 

conditions (Browne et al., 2012). Urban freight transport accounts for about 40% of the 

air pollution and noise emissions in the urban areas, even though it only accounts between 

10% and 18% of the number of vehicles (European Commission, 2006). So when it comes 

to urban areas, it is also important to focus on whether an area is attractive, or a dwelling 

area, and the issues of congestion, noise, and safety (European Commission, 2011). 

Traffic conditions in cities all around the world are getting worse: the number of vehicles 

of all types is increasing fast and, as a consequence, congestion and pollution levels are 

increasing which is affecting the quality of life within cities (Crainic et al., 2004). With 

many different types of transport in an area, it is hard to create clear logistical regulations 

that consider all such traffic (Behrends et al., 2008). In this context, urban mobility plays a 

key role in the promotion of the sustainable urban development of a city. In particular, an 

efficient freight transport system is required as it plays a significant role in the 

competitiveness of an urban area and represents an important element for the local 

economy about the employment and income that it generates (Russo and Comi, 2010). 

In this context, the number of different definitions of urban freight transport and city 

logistics reflects the complexity of this field and the persistent lack of consensus on how to 

address the issues (Lindholm, 2014). The current development must be characterized by 

the definition of economic, environmental and social sustainability (European 

Commission, 2001). In fact, the rapid freight transportation, increasing in urban and 

cosmopolitan areas have impacts on congestion, air pollution, noise pollution 

(environmental) and even increase logistic costs and the price of products (economic) 

(Russo and Comi, 2010). In general, according to Behrends et al. (2008), sustainable 

urban freight transport deals with the mobility offered by the transport networks to all 

categories of freight transport: 1) reducing air and noise pollution and waste without the 

negative impacts on the health of the citizens or nature; 2) improving the resource and 

energy-efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the transport system and; 3) contributing to 

enhance the attractiveness and quality of the urban ecology by avoiding accidents, 

optimizing the land usage without compromising the mobility of citizens. 

2.3 Concentration and decentralization of freight transport 

Jenks et al. (1995) express the interesting ongoing argument about the role of planning to 

support the sustainable development. Where the argument focuses on the urban structure 

which will offer the effective environmental protection and at the same time it will keep 

the economic benefits and will improve the life quality (Stewart et al., 2006). The 

perspectives of the arguments were grouped by 1) decentrists, who support the urban 
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decentralization as response to the problem that arises from the industrial cities such as 

traffic congestion, air pollution and shortage of affordable  residential  areas; 2) centrists, 

who stand for the advantages of the compact cities and criticize the urban sprawl 

(Breheny,1996). On the other hand, the concept of compact cities refers to the high-

density and mixed-used cities that are built on the well-organized transport system 

(Burton, 2002). Wiewel and Schaffer (2001) differentiate the various aspects of beliefs and 

stimulation that led the people to question the relation among the sprawl of the central 

cities and their suburbs. They further related these encouragements with the following 

factors:  

 Environmental concerns, where the dissatisfaction comes from the current 

metropolitan development representing air pollution, traffic congestion and  

reduction of water resources, which are considered as the result of the  fast growth 

of urban development;  

 Quality of life, which is being decreased due to the urban metropolitan 

deconcentration, that gives attention to the matters: waste of time due to traffic 

congestion, a decrease of the community by sprawling urban cities and diminishing 

of small towns;  

 A decline of jobs, which is concerned with creating inequity within the society 

when the relocation occurs; 

 Economic competitiveness, which concerns about pertaining the regional 

capability to compete with the international economy. 

According to Cidell, (2010) the relocation of freight transportation from their historical 

central areas to suburban peripheral areas during the past decades occurred due to:the 

massive growth of the suburban zones that accommodate the intermodal logistics centres; 

the changes in the global logistics industries’ requirements; the need for diversity for 

transportation modes; easier or shorter distance to the main road, rail and air 

transportation; new infrastructural and technological facilities and; the need of larger 

space. Technological changes actually lead the firms to centralize their activities in one 

platform which normally means bigger space (Glasmeier and Kibler, 1996). With the 

expansion of the cities and the population growth, freight transport and warehousing 

facilities need to cope with this expansion. According to Cidell (2010), while the nature of 

the industrial centrists is being shifted from production to consumption, it is leading the 

major activities to focus on facilitation of incoming and outgoing goods and not storing or 

exporting final products. He concluded that within two types of drivers’ such as producer 

and distributor, the freight transportation is shifted to a new place away from their 

traditional city centres. On the other hand, North and Smallbone (2006), highlighted the 

disadvantages of moving business to peripheral locations which represent 1) non-

availability of modern information communication technology (ICT), which has a great 

influence on the market and provides the easy access to business services; 2) Undeveloped 
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transport infrastructure which is considered as an essential barrier to moving businesses to 

the fringe areas. In a study conducted by Salamonsen and Henriksen (2015), they 

mentioned the disadvantages of a peripheral location which were stated by the informants 

as a lack of communication with proper actors, competences, skilled and financial 

investment. However, many studies have found that the implementation of 

decentralization of freight transport has been driven by the sustainability (Sternberg and 

Anderson, 2014). 

2.4 Sustainable strategies for city logistics 

Logistics is considered as a big challenge to balance the environmental and financial 

sustainability for the freight transport companies, where much pressure was put on them 

to enhance their environmental sustainability (Sternberg et al., 2010). Sustainable city 

logistics might play a significant role to overcome these challenges, where its aim is to find 

the ideal logistics operation for the freight distribution system that can be taken into 

consideration for the environmental aspects and for the economic benefits of the 

enterprises (Taniguchi et al., 2003). Allen and Browne (2010) state the negative 

influences of the urban freight transport system on the environmental and social aspects 

such as fossil consumption, emission of greenhouse gas, air pollution, traffic congestion, 

noise pollution and increasing number of accidents. On the other hand, they stated that 

urban freight transports’ economic benefits represent in resolving some of the issues they 

suffer from: lack of space for loading/unloading, handling, delivery and collection time by 

the customer. Morana (2014) links the logistics solutions with the public authorities and 

freight transport enterprises, where the public authorities’ interest is based on the 

implementation of traffic movement regulations and the urban freight transport 

enterprises’ interest is on the market initiative. He recognized that the city logistics’ 

solution requires the consideration of strategic planning: 1) financial; 2) infrastructural; 3) 

organizational; 4) technological (in the context of vehicle, information, and 

communication); and 5) transportation planning. Genta et al., (2006) identified the 

requirements of using sustainable city logistics’ to set up a freight transportation platform 

in the suburban area to receive incoming goods and distributing those to their customers 

within the city using environmentally friendly vehicles. Rao et al., (2015) classified the 

criteria of selecting the location of the city logistics as follows: 

 Economic criteria: the cost of land, where the sufficient space will allow the 

smooth operation; flexible delivery, as the suitable place will allow improving the 

lead-delivery time; transportation condition, where the availability of different 

transport modes will ease the freight operation; 

 Environmental criteria: Environmental considerations that are relevant to the 

protection of the environment such as minimizing the air pollution and emission of 
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the greenhouse gas; influence on the ecological landscape to be protected from 

harm; climatic  condition such as temperature, rainfall, and floods; 

 Social criteria: The availability of infrastructures such as roads and 

communication facilities; safety and security; complying with public authorities’ 

roles and regulations; the influence on the surrounding neighbourhoods as the 

disturbance of the life quality and the public health; and 

 Time criteria: As per the Brundtland’s report (1987), the time perspective needs 

to be taken into consideration how the decision of selecting a certain location will 

affect the needs of the future generation. 

2.5 The intermodal logistics platform and its importance in 

today's scenario 

Due to the process of advancement, there is no specific definition of logistics platform in 

the research literature (Rimienė and Grundey, 2007; Gajšek et al., 2012) There are many 

terms being used to describe centre for logistics in terms of functions and performance: 

logistics centre, distribution centre, central warehouse, fright or transport terminal, 

transport node, fright village, logistics depot, distripark etc., (Rimienėand Grundey, 

2007). In recent years the world is more inclined towards the term called ‘logistics 

platform’ (Gajšek et al., 2012). For instance, the world has witnessed the growth and 

emergence of the term ‘intermodal logistics platforms’ which can be associated with 

intermodal transportation which means the movement of goods by more than one kind of 

transport mode (Crainic, 2004). 

According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, intermodal transportation is defined as “being 

or involving transportation by more than one form of a carrier during a single journey”. 

This definition includes the fundamental characteristic of intermodalism which in 

particular can be said as using multiple carriers during a single journey (Jones et al., 

2000). McKenzie et al., (1989, p.7) stated, “the shipment of containerized cargo using 

more than one mode”, as the highly accepted definition of modern intermodal 

transportation. In recent years, the world has witnessed the emergence of more and more 

use of intermodal logistic platforms that link the cities to the regions, countries and the 

world, where these platforms deal with large trucks and smaller vehicles depending on the 

local distribution capacity, and offer storage, sorting, and junction facilities (Crainic et al., 

2004). Intermodal platforms are either stand-alone facilities situated close to the 

highways, or are situated within or close to air, rail or navigation terminals providing 

exquisite infrastructure (van Duin, 1997) such as the Zaragoza Logistics Platform 

(PLAZA) in Spain, Interporto Padova and Interporto Bologna in Italy. This kind of 

intermodal and combined infrastructures provide, 1) stronger transportation services due 

to the economies of scope, scale, density, and frequency involved in the provision and 2) 
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opportunities to share resources in the face of fluctuating demand for workers, equipment 

and warehouse space (Sheffi, 2013; Canonico et al., 2012; Morana, 2014), and 3) better 

city logistics organization (Taniguchi et al., 2001). 

Since the predictions of the European traffic shows that there will be a remarkable growth 

of traffic levels by the year 2020 where the expected contribution would be 30% in freight 

logistics and 20% in mass transports, which will result increasing traffic and hazards: 

pollution, environmental emissions, accident, road congestion etc., thus intermodal 

logistics platforms may be one of the resolving factors in the context of sustainable urban 

freight transport system (Kayikci, 2010). An intermodal logistics platform basically 

enables a higher degree of mobility and accessibility in transferring freight from one mode 

to other, generating less negative impacts on the environment (McCalla et al., 2001). 

According to Palšaitis and Bazaras (2004), intermodality and logistics are the integral parts 

of intermodal logistics platforms which are oriented to improve the connection between 

all modes of transports. They further added, integrating these two factors into one 

common system and platform can provide economic, social and environmental 

sustainability. As per Sheffi (2013, p.481-485), several unique factors and advantages are 

associated with industrial logistics platforms: economical transportation cost; bigger 

volume in freight transportation; increased frequency of transportation; shared assets in 

one platform by various companies; quick and better customer service; the flexibility of 

expansion capabilities of the logistics network; shared workforce; job creation and higher 

employment; advanced and innovative operation and management system; diversification 

in terms of technology and innovation and vice versa. As the intermodal logistics platforms 

facilitate and improve the connectivity of various modes of transport in order to stimulate 

the flow of goods, thus geographical location also plays a pivotal role in logistics facilities 

(Regmi and Hanaoka, 2013). 

3 Methods 

3.1 Choice of scientific approach 

As per Croom (2009, p.62), the research philosophy is related to the essential struggle for 

researchers to choose an approach that is suitable to provide the internalities into the 

phenomenon or the process, where the problem is created from how the truth is being 

considered as objective or subjective. Dorst (2003), states that understanding the different 

design problems require the search in epistemologies’ root, as they differ in their 

paradigm bases, whether they are positivistic or phenomenological. Paradigm is being 

defined by Guba and Lincolin (1994) as “the basic belief system or worldview that guides 

the investigator, not only in choices of methods but in ontological and epistemological 

fundamental ways”. Remenyi et al., (1998, p.45) states that in primary assumptions 

of positivism, the investigators are free of effects or are affected by the subject of the 
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research and other independent causes influence the observation of the researchers. He 

classifies the observation into: 

 Passive observation: this approach can be used in business and management 

research; 

 Observation of the consequences that result from uncontrolled interventions; 

 Observations resulted from deliberate interventions. 

This thesis is based on mixed methods, qualitative as phenomenological approach and 

quantitative as positivism approach. It is phenomenological due to the utilization of several 

methods to create a different understanding of the phenomena; on the other hand, it is 

positivism due to the concentration on facts and search for causality (Mangan et al., 2004). 

3.2 The research strategy 

Andreewsky et al. (2000) identified three different strategies that can be used by 

researchers to achieve the intended purpose: i) deductive approach, where the research 

follows a sensible way that goes from a general law to a specific case in order to test the 

developed theories or hypotheses; ii) inductive approach, which follows an opposite way 

to the deductive approach as it moves from fact to theories; iii) abductive approach, which 

is a creative method that is related to find a reasonable hypothesis to be matched with a 

given phenomenon. Kovács and Spens (2005) developed a process for the deductive 

approach which begins with developing a theoretical framework from the literature 

review, then constructing the theory and finally drawing the conclusion which supports or 

rejects the theories. Thereby, the research performed in this thesis follows a combination 

of deductive and inductive approach. Deductive, in a sense that the thesis is intended to 

develop a systematic approach based on the existing literature and by investigating its 

conformity with the theories pertaining the relocation of the business from the 

metropolitan to the peripheral area. Inductive, because the information was collected 

from different actors such as the site manager of DHL Freight AB (Gävle), planning officer 

of the Municipality of Gävle and three key persons from the Swedish Transport 

Administration (Gävle). The intention of the interviews with the key persons from DHL 

and the Municipality of Gävle was to understand how they conceive the relocation of the 

logistics companies to the peripheral area within the context of sustainability. 
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Figure 1. Research strategy 

3.3 The research process 

The research process is a very individual thing which differs from one research to another 

and very few research projects follow a neat and definite project plan (Croom, 2009, p. 

43). However, Santén (2013) mentioned the significance to have a clear idea of the 

structure, including important components in a research paper. He further added, such 

kind of research plan, in most of the cases, includes many steps which depend on the 

subject and situation of the research along with the researchers. An example from Peters 

et al. (2012) where they gave a simplified overview of the research processes: 1) Planning; 

2) Identification of the area of the study in broadways; 3) Selection of the research topic; 

4) Decision for the approach to be taken; 5) Formulation of the action plan; 4) Collection 

of the data and information which are required for the research; 5) Analysis and 

interpretation of the data; and 6) Presentation of the findings and result. A research study 

can enhance the understanding between the theory and the results in a repetitive process 

among different research activities (Dubois and Gadde, 2002) and sometimes it can also 

bring a new dimension (Kovács and Spens, 2005). According to Oliver (2004), a 

methodology is a very significant part of a research which is the representation of the 

approaches taken for collecting data and information. 

Here in this thesis, the research is based on a case study of relocating DHL Freight AB 

(Gävle) from Näringen to Tolvfors Logistics Park, a logistics park which has already been 

proposed by the Municipality of Gävle as their future logistic hub (MellanSveriges 

Logistiknav, 2018). The main reason for the relocation represents establishment of a 

logistics park that will encompass the existing companies and welcome the new ones, 
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reduction of the traffic congestion and utilization of the currently used area in Näringen in 

developing a residential district. By doing the case study, an attempt was taken to find the 

answers to the research questions to develop a systematic approach to assess the relocation 

of the business from the city centre to a logistics platform and finding out the advantages. 

The case study is followed by a mixed methods strategy containing both the 

phenomenological qualitative technique and a quantitative technique using simulation 

software as a modelling tool which is used to visualize the real process and system (Banks, 

1998). 

As DHL, a freight transport company, is used here as a case study in this thesis, so it is 

followed according to the guidelines of Yin (2003) and Remenyi et al. (1998) based on, 1) 

literature review; 2) data collection from major actors: DHL Freight AB (Gävle), The 

Municipality of Gävle, Swedish Transport Administration (Gävle); 3) data collection by 

observation; 4) analysis and interpretation of the data; and 5) building simulation model 

based on the collected data to make further recommendations; 6) drawing the results and 

findings. 

3.4 Mixed methods 

According to Johnson et al. (2007), mixed methods research which is also called mixed 

research, has increasingly become a coherent and integrated part in today’s research 

practice and is being recognized as the third significant research approach after qualitative 

and quantitative research. They further add that although it is not a new kind of research 

approach, it is a new movement that has risen in the response to the concurrent of 

qualitative and quantitative research. The concept of this method was formalized and 

introduced in Campbell and Fiske’s (1959) article named “Convergent and discriminant 

validation by the multitrait-multimethod matrix”, where they introduced the idea of 

triangulation which refers to ‘multiple operationalism’, where more than one particular 

method is used for validating the process and result (Johnson et al., 2007). This research 

method is also a venture to allow the use of multiple approaches to answering research 

questions, rather than limiting or controlling researchers’ choices (Johnson and 

Onwuegbuzie, 2004). According to Creswel (2009), mixed methods research is an 

approach to use both qualitative and quantitative approaches and then mixing them in a 

study. 

This study deals with the relocation of the logistics companies from the city centre to a 

suburban logistic park that will result in a better sustainable city. So eventually the study 

deals with a wide range of qualitative data collection in the form of literature and 

interview. At the same time the study deals with a representation of a computer 

simulation model, for which a lot of statistical data were acquired from the Swedish 
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Transport Administration to be used for the quantitative approach. Thus, this study deals 

with a mixed research methods approach. 

There are many types of mixed methods used in research studies, but common mixed 

methods described by Creswel (2009) is called concurrent embedded strategy, where 

both the qualitative and quantitative data are collected simultaneously in one data 

collection phase. Studies based on mixed methods approach are to support “what works” 

within the research area to investigate, to explore, to describe and to explain the 

phenomenon (Creswel, 2003: Hesse-Biber, 2010; Johnson and Onwuegbuzie, 2004). 

This type of mixed research uses a primary method that guides the research and is 

followed by a secondary method that provides a strong support in the procedures. Thus, 

this approach is very suitable for this study since the study deals with findings from both 

case study, interview and simulation model. Thus, this study dealt with qualitative findings 

from case study and interview as the primary method and quantitative findings from 

simulation study as a secondary method. After data collection, it was to be expected to 

have an analysis of the findings from both the methods. This type of mixed methods 

research leverage a study with both advantages of qualitative and quantitative data and 

obtain perspectives from different angles with the research. 

3.5 The case study 

A case study is a research strategy which mainly focuses to understand the scenario within 

a solo backdrop (Eisenhardt, 1989). According to Yin (2003, p.1), a case study is one of 

the many several ways of conducting research on social science which enables the 

researcher to examine the data very closely within a specific or real-life context. He 

further mentioned some other ways which could be included in case studies: doing 

experiments, conducting surveys, analysing histories or other archival information. Yin 

(2003, p.23), also mentioned case study as an empirical inquiry which is used when the 

borderline between the phenomenon and its context is not very clear and where multiple 

sources and documents are used. In most of the cases, a small geographical area or a 

limited number of people are selected as the subject of a study which can consider and 

examine ongoing real-life phenomenon through intensive analysis of a limited number of 

events or perhaps conditions and their relationships (Zainal, 2007). 

There are several types of case study found in the literature. Yin (2003) mentioned about 

three types of them: descriptive, explanatory and exploratory case studies. First, 

exploratory case studies can be said to explore any kind of events in the data which might 

be a serving point of interest to the researcher (Zainal, 2007). This kind of approach 

should open up a door for further examination. For example, if any researcher conducting 

any exploratory case study can ask a general question regarding exercise habit to an 

individual: “Does an individual use any strategies when he exercises?” and if the answer is 
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yes the next question may be “how often?” In other words, explanatory case study deals 

with the explanation which involves with identifying the efforts of the observed 

phenomena can put together (Johnson, 2006). 

Second, descriptive case studies generally describe the natural experience which occurs 

within the data in question. The goal for the researcher is to describe data with the flow. 

McDonough and McDonough (1997) mentioned that a descriptive case study occurs in a 

narrative form. The challenge with the descriptive study is that the researcher has to start 

with a descriptive theory to support the described theory of the story. Failing to do this 

may bring lacking to the description which may bring problem further during the research 

project.    

Third, the explanatory case studies investigate the information and data very firmly both 

from the surface and deep level which leads to a good explanation of the phenomena of the 

data (Zainal, 2007). Based on the data, the researcher then can come up with a theory and 

then can test the theory as well (McDonough and McDonough, 2014, p.206-207). In 

contrast, according to Yin (2003, p.7), ‘how’ and ‘what’ questions are more prompt to 

explanatory studies which likely lead to the use of case studies, histories, experiments as 

the preferred research strategies. He further mentioned taking a great care while designing 

the case study to overcome the long running criticism for the researchers 

This thesis deals with the relocation of logistics companies from Näringen to “Tolvfors 

Logistics Park” which is located in Tolvforsskogen in Gävle which deals with “what” 

questions in the context of getting advantages, thus dealing with an explanatory case 

study. So DHL freight AB (Gävle) is the chosen case company here and this thesis will 

investigate what are the advantages that DHL can enjoy if they move their company from 

Näringen to the Tolvfors Logistics Park. The Deutsche Post AG, operating under the 

trade name Deutsche Post DHL Group, is the world's largest postal service based on 

Germany and an International courier service company active in over 220 countries across 

the globe comprising four different divisions: DHL Express, DHL Global Forwarding, 

Freight Division and DHL supply chain (DHL Corporate Responsibility Report, 2017, 

p.19)). It is one of the largest logistics firms in the world, which started its journey an 

express firm for documents and still mainly an express service provider but for various 

goods (Hertz and Alfredsson, 2003). According to the company’s belief, environmentally 

friendly and sustainable services contribute in long-term competitiveness serviceability 

which will also have a positive influence on new customers’ engagement and even on 

existing one’s confinement (Cosimato and Troisi, 2015). Dr. Frank Appel, the CEO of 

DHL believes that if is not enough for a company to focus completely on creating value for 

its stakeholders and DHL, as a company, wants to give something back to society too as 

their leading roles in corporate responsibility and sustainability (DHL Corporate 

Responsibility Report, 2017)  The most important sustainable actions of DHL are related 
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to the expansion of transport routes with proxy driving system and energy efficient 

warehouses in addition to a great number of green products and projects to reduce CO2 

and greenhouse gas emissions, thus, reducing negative environmental impact for a better 

tomorrow (Cosimato and Troisi, 2015). Their belief is that the environmental impact not 

only compliments their business growth but these two are also very closely related to each 

other (DHL Corporate Responsibility Report, 2017). As DHL is also one of the leading 

logistics companies in Sweden, so it was decided to take one of its branch which is located 

in the area called Näringen in Gävle. 

In addition, the Tolvfors Logistics Park will comprise of 500 hectares of land and is 

expected to be increased to 1000 hectares and will be located at the west of E4 and will 

become the new major business area for future establishments. Tolvfors Logistics platform 

will be accommodated with technological development and thus will help to create more 

efficient and more environmentally friendly freight transport in Gävle. This logistics park 

will offer opportunities for an efficient, innovative and sustainable transport system for 

those freight transport companies which are currently located in Näringen as it is supposed 

to relieve the city centre from heavy traffic, will provide sufficient spaces for companies to 

conduct their business activities in a sustainable and innovative manner, will arrange 

opportunities for rail solutions to SMEs and will handle cargo traffic and offer new job 

opportunities. The study aims to investigate the traffic route and measure the overall 

distance between the current industrial area (Näringen) and proposed Tolvfors Logistics 

Park in order to estimate 1) air pollution caused by the transportation, 2) energy saving,3) 

cost saving, 4) time-saving that optimize the delivery services. 

3.6 Literature review 

Croom (2009, p.54) states that there are several propositions for how to conduct a 

literature review. Hart (1998) classified the literature into: i) research for the background 

data and idea; ii) planning the subject; iii) concentrating on the subject and analysing the 

data; iv) comprehensive research for the sources; v) building primary bibliography; vi) 

secondary assessments of the literature. Along with the case study, this research is also 

based on the data from a broad literature review. Some available literatures were 

reviewed for this thesis on the relocation of business from the city centre to a suburban 

area. Paper published by researchers such as Allen and Brown (2010), McKinnon (2007) 

and Cambra-Fierro and Ruiz-Benitez (2009) allow the study to recognize the relation 

between the sustainability and logistics activities from the perspective of public authorities 

to the enterprises. As the thesis focuses on the area of logistics, transportation, and 

sustainability, so, to have deep insights and better understanding of these topics, an extant 

literature overview was conducted on many articles and research papers related to the 

topics by keywords: sustainable logistics system, transportation system, urban logistics, 

relocation of business area, intermodal logistics platform, city logistics, centralization and 
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decentralization. The aim of this thesis is to have a holistic view and to obtain more details 

on the logistics and transportation system that leads towards sustainability. These 

keywords constitute the base for the literature search in many available online data bases 

such as Google Scholar, Taylor and Francis and Science Direct etc. Many articles were 

found during the online research; however the study focuses only on those articles which 

discuss about the impacts of logistics activities on the sustainable development. 

3.7 Simulation Model 

3.7.1 Background literature 

Traffic flow simulation model theories have been developed based on the application size 

of the network or the size of the intersection, demonstration of the process behaviour or 

on the size of the independent variables (Mihăiţă et al., 2014). However, as per Kitamura 

and Kuwahara (2006), most of the categorizations are based on the availability of details 

and they classify the traffic flow simulation as below: 

 Macroscopic: this kind of models consider the overall traffic flow and utilize 

variables such as average speed, flow, and density; 

 Microscopic: these models give attention to the individual drivers and the 

interaction between vehicles; 

 Mesoscopic:  these models have less level of detail or precision like the 

microscopic model, but more than the macroscopic, where the objectives of this 

models are to obtain the traffic simulation that can observe the congestion 

phenomena; 

 FlexSim: these models are built on software program. 

Burghout (2004) stated that the macroscopic and microscopic models provide a high level 

of details that represent the traffic processes, which suit the assessment of complex traffic 

situation. Moreover, Mihăiţă et al. (2014) mention that the FlexSim software is an 

object-oriented computer program that has the ability to develop, visualize and track the 

dynamic flow of a model. FlexSim software is considered as a useful analysis and 

simulation tool that enables to imitate, visualize and optimize the unstable state of the 

real-life process (FlexSim Software Products Inc., 2014). Fig. 2 illustrates the 

classification of the simulation model, where the stochastic system depends on more than 

one random variable and can be dynamic or static. 
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Figure 2. Classification of Simulation Model (Shawki et al., 2015). 

Thus, FlexSim seems to be a useful simulation tool that provides various scenarios that can 

facilitate the decisions. As reported by Banks (1998), the process of simulation consists of 

several phases as shown in Fig. 3 such as, 1) defining the system under study; 2) collecting 

and analysing data 3) creating conceptual and simulation model; 4) running the simulation 

software; 5)  conducting verification and validation by analysing the data; 6) summarizing 

and presenting the best findings. As a part of this thesis, the objective of this simulation 

tool is to evaluate and compare the current and future environmental and economic 

output for DHL Freight AB (Gävle) regarding its location. This result will provide its 

management with an idea which can help them to make their decision about the future 

relocation to Tolvors Logistics Park. 
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 Figure 3. Simulation Phases 

3.7.2 Conceptual model 

The execution of a simulation model needs a pre-description of the model by structuring 

the reality within the system frontiers (Banks, 1998). So here, in this part of this thesis, 

the problem will be described, the system and its boundaries will be defined and 

schematization of the real system will be performed. Then the processes to be simulated 

will be defined and described with regards to its functionalities, details of inputs, and 

results. 

Fig. 4 shows the route of the existing vehicles from Näringen towards the European 

highways E4 and E16 or vice versa. The vehicles utilize those roads to Stockholm, 

Sandviken, and Sundsvall. The tasks to be performed by the simulation is to study the 

traffic route by illustrating the road congestion for the current situation and the proposed 

the one. 
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Figure 4: Existing route from Näringen to E4 and E16 (Source: Google Map, 2018) 

The aim of our study is to find out whether the relocation of the logistic companies from 

Näringen to Tolvfors will have a positive impact on the sustainable development of the 

cities and for the logistics companies as well. Traffic flow model will be tested to compare 

the output related to the stay time on the road and the reduced mileage. The current 

traffic flow layout as shown below in Fig. 5, represents the real-life existing traffic flow 

from E4 and E16 to Näringen and vice versa using two routes, one via Västra Vägen 

(street) and another via Hamnleden (street). However, due to the complexity of the 

traffic flow on the city centre, the model will treat the traffic flow in the inner city roads 

as a black box. 
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Figure 5. Current Traffic flow layout 

The traffic flow conceptual model (as shown in Fig. 6) illustrates how the freight transport 

trucks which go to Näringen from E4 and E16 to be redirected towards the new Logistics 

Park. Two variables will be considered in the traffic simulation model: 1) The average 

number of cars (including the trucks going to Näringen) that enter or exit from E4 and 

E16; 2) the average stay- time of the trucks on the roads between Näringen to the 

highways e.g. E4 and E16. While the second simulation model will consider the same 

variable but the destination will be Tolvfors instead of Näringen. The models are showing 

the average number of the overall vehicles (trucks and other cars), where these data is 

collected from the website of the Swedish Transport Administration. However, due to the 

non-availability of data for the stay-time on roads for the first traffic simulation model, the 

data was collected from the field survey, which was conducted during the rush hours in 

two days between 8:00-10:00 and between 15:00-17:00 and from the google maps 

(https://www.google.com/maps/@60.6734223,17.0951636,15z) for the network 

roads which are under study as illustrated in Fig.5. The traffic data flow and layout plan 

for the road connecting E4 to Tolvfors have been assumed since the project is still under 

the conceptual stage. 

https://www.google.com/maps/@60.6734223,17.0951636,15z
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Figure 6. Simplified conceptual model 

3.7.3 Simulation Model 

The first model was created with three sources which were used for the inbound vehicles 

from Stockholm, Sandviken, and Sundsvall through E4 and E16 towards Näringen. Then 

two processors on each street were set to serve the inbound and outbound traffic flow. 

Processor 1 was used for vehicles entering Näringen from Västra Vägen. Processor 2 

represents the outbound vehicles from Näringen to Stockholm, 2nd destination represents 

direction to Sandviken and 3rd destination represents direction to Sundsvall. Processor 3 

was used for the vehicles entering Näringen via Hamnleden. Processor 4 was used for the 

outbound vehicles from Näringen to Stockholm, Sandviken and Sundsvall utilizing the 

same entering route as shown below in Fig. 7. 

The second model was made using the same sources and destinations, where two 

processors were added to the model at Tolvfors Logistics Park as illustrated in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 7.  The simulation model for Current Traffic flow layout 

 

 

Figure 8.  Simulation model for proposed traffic flow layout 

Table 1 (in the appendix) shows the traffic flow data from the three sources: Stockholm, 

Sundsvall and Sandviken. The data were processed by Minitab program to determine the 

distribution type where the result shows that all traffic-flow data follow the exponential 

distribution as shown in Fig. 1 (in the appendix). 
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3.7.4 Model verification and validation 

The verification of the model is defined as a process of ensuring that the conceptual model 

has been transformed and implemented in a computer program correctly (Sargent, 2004). 

The verification is related to construct the model correctly and test its fidelity, while 

validation is defined as the process that the model has the adequate accuracy level to be 

consistent with the intended purpose (Carson 1986). So, the aim was to make sure to 

build a simple model which would satisfy the purpose and objective of this study, since no 

model can be 100% accurate (Robinson, 2004, p.210). A traffic flow scheme and a 

conceptual model were built, which represent the current route ending in Näringen and 

simultaneously a route that ends at Tolvfors was presented. Due to the complexity and 

lack of sufficient data for road network between Näringen, Västra Vägen and Hamnleden, 

this part was assumed as a black-box as the overall model accuracy can represent the real 

world. The data required for this model’s realization and validation were extracted from 

the Swedish Traffic Administration’s website and then the data were analysed by using the 

Minitab program and was found satisfactory for the purpose of the study. Prior to 

proceeding with developing the simulation model, the conceptual model was validated 

and revised many times since the validation and verification are iterative processes. The 

iterative process allows the recognition of the problem, identification and response to the 

modelling change requirements. Many replications were made in order to obtain the 

utilization percentage and the average stay time. The following approaches illustrate the 

efforts which were given to validate of the simulation model: 

Conceptual validation: simplification of the model as possible to represent the real world 

and in same time meet the aim of the simulation; 

Data validation: This part consumed more time, to obtain more accuracy using the data 

that were extracted from the Swedish Transport Administration or collected by 

observation. Much effort was put on to analyse the data in order to be accurate to the 

conceptual model; 

Validation of black and white-box: Here the focus was to ensure that every part 

introduced to the model (inter-arrival time, flow logic etc.) imitates the real world with 

satisfactory accuracy that meets the objectives. On the other hand, the validation of the 

black-box was concerned to ensure that the overall model sufficiently imitates the real 

route system; 

Watching and monitoring the replications in order to follow up the model events and then 

making the comparison between the two scenarios. Even though the accuracy of 

simulation output is not 100 % sure, however, the proper process was followed; 
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3.8 Data collection techniques 

The data collection techniques are briefly described below in this chapter. 

3.8.1 Secondary data collection 

 The secondary data was collected from different sources related to this proposed 

“Tolvfors Logistics Park” which is stated below: 

 Observation: to measure the actual time count for the roads under study; 

 The Municipality of Gävle: The information about the proposed “Tolvfors 

Logistics Park”; 

 The Swedish Transport Administration and the webpage: The traffic flow of the 

roads and routes under study; and 

 Google Map: For distance measurements, time-counts. 

3.8.2 Primary data collection by interview 

There are certain data collection methods which have been identified in qualitative 

research: observational approach, all kinds of interviewing, group discussions, narratives, 

and the analysis of documentary evidence and all sorts of electronic, virtual, textual or 

visual data (Ritchie et al., 2013, p.53). An in-depth interview is one of that kinds which is 

often described as a form of conversation (Kvale and Brinkman, 2009, p.1-2). But there 

are some apparent differences between a normal conversation and an in-depth interview 

and its objectives (Rubin and Rubin, 2012, p.5). Although, a good in-depth interview 

might look like a formal conversation, it will not look like that both the interviewee and 

the interviewer are working hard (Ritchie et al., 2013, p.53-54). The researchers, while 

conducting the in-depth interviews, talk to those people who have knowledge or 

experience with the problem of interest and try to explore the experiences, motives or 

opinions of others and learn to see the world from perspectives rather than their own view 

(Rubin and Rubin, 2012, p.3). According to Saunders et al. (2009, p.320), there are three 

types of interviews which they termed as structured, semi-structured and unstructured. 

The fundamental approach in semi-structured interview is to act and reflect upon the 

nature of the interchange of the expressions between the researcher and the participant 

where the researcher or interviewer can prompt the interviewee, rephrase the questions 

or make changes according to the situation or demand of the time and interview (Galletta, 

2013, p.75). As in this case, it was found that semi-structured interview would be perfect 

which would be instrumental and would be based on the questions of this thesis. The 

interviewee was the site manager of the company (DHL, Gävle) and has been working in 

the company for several years now. He also has previous experience working in the 

Swedish Transport Administration and has a wide knowledge on the European 

transportation system especially in Sweden. A schedule was booked before the semi-

structured interview and then the interview was conducted with the aim to get the 
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information about the company's transportation system and routing process for the 

inbound and outbound transport in the DHL warehouse in Gävle. Some of the interview 

questions were pre-set and some of them were instantly asked regarding the route process 

of DHL (Gävle) and their view on relocation and how this relocation will impact on their 

operation (see in the appendix). The interview lasted about 45 minutes. The interview 

was conducted in English and participant was very cordial and helped his level best to give 

the answers to the questions. 

3.9 Data analysis 

To analyse data is one of the significant aspects of research processes after data collection, 

which is being pertained by the researchers in both the qualitative and quantitative study 

(Menter et al., 2011). Selected mediums are used collecting and analysing data in the 

process to address the findings and present good suggestions to improve in the future 

study (Tomal and Hastert, 2010). According to Yin (2009), data analysing phase is the 

most underdeveloped phase in a case study. There are three sub-phases of data analysis: 

first, data condensation which refers to selecting and simplifying data from a full body of 

written up jottings, notes, interviews documents and empirical archives; second, data 

display which basically refers to an organized and shortened agglomeration of information 

which leads to draw a conclusion; and third, conclusion which basically is the 

interpretation of researcher and his understanding from pattern to answers and 

explanation to recommendation in a skeptical way in a light and open manner (Miles et 

al., 2014, p.12-14). Voss et al. (2002) also suggests two stages of data analysis: 1) partially 

ordered data displays with analytical information and matrices and 2) conclusion based on 

a well configured cross analysis. Based on the process of data analysis, the goal for 

collecting the data for this study was to understand the route of transportation for the 

vehicles of the logistics companies within the city of Gävle and to look on the different 

ways they can get the advantages while relocating their business into the Tolvfors Logistics 

Park. In this case the qualitative data was based on literature contents and abstracting data 

by conducting a semi-structured interview with DHL, based on an inductive data 

philosophy (Menter et al., 2011).  The research method was used to produce the 

qualitative data for conducting a semi-structured interview, which was based on a wide 

literature review. To support the results, one more semi-structured interview was 

conducted with the Municipality of Gävle and a meeting was held with The Swedish 

Transport Administration to get some traffic information of Gävle. The interview and the 

meeting were well supported by taking notes and then transcribed and archived digitally as 

suggested by Yin (2009). Then the data from both the primary and secondary sources 

were sorted, filtered and identified to find the answers of the research questions. The 

literature review and the matrices based on case company significantly helped to compare, 

follow and identify the factors to develop better explanations which lead the study for a 
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better conclusion following Miles et al. (2014). Lastly, for the verification of the data, the 

case company was informed and was followed up exchanging emails and telephone calls as 

per the argument of Voss et al. (2002) where he suggested reporting and following up in 

the case of clarification. 

3.10 The quality of the research 

Yin (2003, p.34) categorized the criteria of assessing the quality of the research design 

based on, 1) construct validity; 2) internal validity; 3) external validity; and 4) reliability. 

These four criteria are briefly discussed below in the context to this thesis. 

3.10.1 Construct validity 

According to Babbie (2013), construct validity refers to the correlation between the 

measurement tools and the variables in the theoretical framework. Constructing validity is 

related to establishing appropriate and correct operational measures for the concept that 

are under examination (Yin, 2003, p.34). Jakobsson (2011) furthermore described that 

the construct validity refers to how well the questions are formulated and answered in 

relation to the underlying theory. However, this assessment has been criticized by people 

due to the failure of the investigator to apply a satisfactorily set of measures as a result of 

subjective judgment (Yin, 2003). Based on that, he states that a reader cannot confidently 

say whether the claimed changes in a case study are reflecting the events genuinely. So he 

suggested three tactics to improve construct validity in case study research, where the first 

(using multiple sources) and second (creating a chain of evidence) tactics are relevant 

during the data collection phase; and the third tactics is to get the draft case study review 

from key informants. In order to keep the concentration on the purpose of this study, the 

master’s students tried to make the interview queries closely related to the objectives of 

the research questions. Additionally, a draft copy of the interview was sent to the 

interviewee to confirm the contents. 

3.10.2 Internal validity 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), internal validity concerns how well a research is 

conducted and to what degree the researcher is able to confirm that no other variables, 

except the one studied, caused the result. Moreover, internal validity deals with the 

explanatory case study (Yin, 2003). In this thesis, the process for conducting the research 

was carefully designed to prevent any deviations in generating the findings. Therefore, 

articles were included after they had been selected by considering the number of citations, 

a sign of their quality, for obtaining the practices needed in the interviews. The use of 

semi-structured interviews leads to the risk of missing some questions. However, this was 

solved by delegating the responsibility to one of the thesis students for making sure that all 

the questions were asked. 
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In this thesis the clarification of selecting the concept of relocating the business to a 

proposed intermodal logistics park was conducted through literature reviews. The case 

study is aligned with the logic model developed by Yin (2003, p.127), where it shows the 

relation between the relocation of the business premises and the impact on the 

sustainability dimensions. So, taking these procedures into consideration, the thesis might 

have an acceptable level of internal validity. 

3.10.3 External validity 

According to Saunders et al. (2009), external validity is used in the context to the degree 

of generalizability of the study results in a broad way. Generally, the case studies are often 

criticized for not having adequate generalized results (Voss et al., 2002). Miles and 

Huberman (1994) argued about the possibilities of repeating the obtained data in other 

perspectives. Yin (2003) argues that the single cases can be generalized using ‘analytic 

generalization’ approach by coordinating the design of the study and results with a 

relevant theory whereas in the case of multiple case study generalizability can be enhanced 

by using replication logic in sampling. Moreover, the generalizability in a research study 

could be increased by designing research approaches such as conducting interviews based 

on an appropriate and sufficient literature review (Rowley, 2002). Keeping these terms in 

mind an intensive literature review was done based on different academic journals and 

papers which gave a solid basis for the questions of the interview to achieve results which 

could be connected with the literature, thus enhancing the generalizability of the results to 

some extent. However, the thesis acknowledges the limitation of the generalized results 

due to a single interview with the case company for the case study. 

3.10.4 Reliability 

Miles and Huberman (1994) stated that reliability tells how consistent the resultswould be 

over the passage of time and with other researchers and methods. Reliability deals with 

the degree of assurance to be sure to the procedures of the study to produce the same 

results again if the investigation is repeated all over again by another researcher following 

the same procedures which were followed by the previous researcher (Yin, 2003, p.37-

38). One of the prerequisites is to make a proper and satisfactory documentation of the 

data collection procedures to enable other researchers to repeat the study again because 

without such documentation one cannot repeat his/her own study (Shenton, 2004). 

Keeping this aspect in mind, the students in this study carefully represented all the steps 

and parts during the entire research process in the methodology section. Furthermore, the 

students presented all the interview details:  name of the companies and organizations, 

even the name of the participants, the question details in different method section in this 

thesis. To keep a series of evidence, the majority part of the interview data were noted 

down. Additionally, questions from the interviewers and some answers from the 

participants were electrically transcribed and archived, which can be available after getting 
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the approval of the participant. To ensure that there was inter-observer consistency 

(Bryman and Bell, 2007) at the stages in the research where two master’s students were 

involved, both of them carefully reviewed all the notes from the interviews, and when 

performing analyses, both the students met to discuss their judgments of the data.  To 

make the research more reliable as per Yin (2003, p.38-39), the researchers tried to make 

as many operational steps as possible and the calculations were made in such a way which 

can easily be audited so that the auditor also gets same results while doing the reliability 

check, thus making the research sufficient enough in the context of the degree of 

reliability. 

4 A systematic approach for assessment of business 

relocation 

The assessment of business relocation from the city centre to Logistics Parks includes 

many associated factors that influence the decision makers to decide on locating their 

operations and logistics facilities. Such assessment of business relocation is not easy since 

the qualitative and quantitative measures of the factors are not completely obvious and 

there is a lack of suitable resources to determine and assess all factors. This thesis selects 

the key factors that have the major impact on the business relocation which can be 

represented as below: 

1. Location; 

2. Transportation and infrastructure; 

3. Sustainable development; 

4. Value-added services; 

5. Internal stakeholders  involvement; 

6. External stakeholders’ involvement. 

The above-illustrated factors indicate that there are some potential to develop an approach 

for systematic assessment of business relocation to Logistic Park as indicated in Fig. 9 
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Figure 9. A systematic approach for relocation assessment 

Even though the developed systematic approach recommends the following sequential 

steps for the assessment of business relocation to Logistic Parks, the interaction among 

these key factors should be taken into consideration as shown in Fig.10. 

Step 1 shows the assessment of the location, where most of the logistics companies 

consider the location as their first concern when they are assessing the relocation of their 

business to certain logistics platform. Amrani (2007) considers the main criteria which 

make the location of the logistic park attractive are i) the existence of modern 

infrastructure and facilities; ii) the distance between the logistics park and major cities; iii) 

the  ease accessibility to material and supplier and iv) the existence of  large group of 

customers who have the high purchasing power. In this context, the location needs to be 

assessed in many terms since it affects most of the selected key factors. These criteria of 

location include the location type, competitors, centrality, size of the market, public 

authority’s policy and planning (Chen et al., 2012). According to MacCarthy and 

Atthirawong (2003), the main factors that influence the location decisions are costs, 

Yes

• Step 1: Location

• Does the location has some specific important characteristics?

Yes

• Step 2: Transportation and infrastructure

• Does the logistic platform have an appropriate transportation infrastructure 
system?

Yes

• Step3: Sustainability development

• Does the relocation support sustainability development? 

Yes

• Step 4: Value-added Services

• Does the logistic platform provide value- added services?

Yes

• Step 5: External stakeholders

• Do the external stakeholders motivate the logistics companies to relocate their 
business ? 

Yes

• Step 6: Internal Stakeholders

• Do the  internal stakeholder support the relocation? 

What are the encouraging factors 
for relocation?

What are the advantages for logistics’ 
companies and communities ?
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infrastructure, labour characteristics, government and political factors and economic 

factors. Moreover, the tangible criteria such as distance, time and cost can be measured by 

some metrics. In addition, the location assessment required to investigate the influences 

on the other factors such as the impact on the travel distance of the internal stakeholders, 

the availability of the modern infrastructure and transportation, and environmental 

consequences. 

Step 2 assesses the availability of different types of transportation modes and modern 

infrastructure, which seemed to be very essential factors that can allow the logistics 

companies to perform and handle large volumes of inbound and outbound freights that 

fulfil the need of their customers. The transportation infrastructure consists of a highway, 

railway, port, and airport. As per Eurostat report (2017), the percentage of utilization of 

the transport infrastructure by the freight transport between the 28 European countries in 

2014 was 74.9% by road, 18.4% by rail and 6.7% by the port. This factor cannot be 

assessed in a discrete manner from the other factors, whereas these types of transportation 

modes have a direct impact on the environmental and economic aspects, while it is 

affected by the geographic and topographic nature of the location and the involvement of 

external stakeholders like public authorities. 

Step 3 is to assess how the relocation will contribute to the sustainable development and 

what are the motivations for Logistics companies. As per the study conducted by Pålsson 

(2011), he concluded that most of the logistics companies in Sweden, which are 

implementing sustainability, are driven by their environmental image that reflects their 

dedication to environmental aspect as well as social responsibility. Regulation, customer’s 

pressure, social responsibility and expected business benefits are drivers that are 

considered by ElTyeb et al. (2010) while customer demand, laws, and environmental 

products are considered as motivations according to Wolf and Seuring (2010). Many 

research programs were carried out regarding the relationship between logistics and 

sustainability in order to enhance the socio-economic sustainable aspects (Gonzalez-Feliu 

et al., 2014). The contributions of relocation need to be assessed from the three aspects of 

sustainability: economic, environmental and social, where some tangible criteria of these 

aspects such as fuel consumption and cost saving can be measured. Moreover, the 

sustainable development is influenced by all selected factors directly or indirectly, for 

example, the impact of location, distance and time which consequently affect the 

economic and environmental aspects. 

Step 4 is the assessment of the value-added services (VAS) which are provided by the 

logistic parks, where value-added service is considered as a significant criterion to choose 

for moving the business to a certain logistics park. The value-added services are defined as, 

“unique or specific activities which can be developed jointly by the firms’ in order to 

enhance their efficiency, effectiveness, and relevance” (Bowersox et al., 2010). The VAS 
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improves the performance of the logistics companies operation and assists to achieve the 

economies of scope (Amrani, 2007). In broadways, it can be said that the value added 

services provide a range of facilities starting from the manufacturing to customization, 

levelling and inventory (Amrani, 2007), cargo consolidation and deconsolidation and 

inventory management (Zhu et al., 2002), which can be considered very important in 

improving the effective flow of the supply chain. 

Step 5 is to assess the involvement of the external stakeholders which refer to public 

authorities and their relevant agents. As the relocation of business is concerned with 

improving the city logistics, it requires the involvement of the local authorities as the main 

stakeholders. This factor is linked to sustainable development and as per Yang et al. 

(2005), several companies are not adopting the sustainability due to the fear of its cost. He 

further demands the interference of the authorities to be responsible to offer strong 

economic incentives and develop a social environment that allows the companies to 

respond to their corporate and social responsibilities and keeping their competitive 

advantages. 

Step 6 refers to assess the satisfaction of the internal stakeholders specifically for the 

employees. Greenhalgh (2008) states that the relocation will impact the employees, by 

disturbing their travel arrangements due to the longer travel distance than before. To 

assess this impact, companies require conducting appropriate research to make sure that 

the relocation does not affect many employees, in order to retain their skilled and trained 

employee. This factor has obvious interaction with location factor, where it constitutes as 

stimulation or discourage factor. 
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Figure 10. Interaction among key factors of relocation assessment 

5 Results 

The result of this thesis is divided into two parts: Qualitative and Quantitative. The 

qualitative part contains the results from the extant literature review and case study of 

relocating DHL Freight AB (Gävle, Sweden) from city center (Näringen) to the proposed 

Tolvfors Logistics Park. The collected data were analyzed after conducting the interview 

with DHL’s site manager and the Municipality of Gävle. However, the quantitative part 

presents the results from the data provided by DHL and the extracted data from the 

Swedish Transport Administration’s website that made the simulation model possible. A 

systematic approach was developed illustrating how the key factors that affect the business 

relocation can be assessed and lead to tangible advantages that answer the first and second 

research questions. 

5.1 Qualitative results 

By reviewing the existing theories on business relocation and city logistics, and by 

conducting a semi-structured interview with the site manager of DHL Freight AB (Gävle, 

Sweden), some insights and effects of having a logistics park in Gävle came forward, which 

in return can have many advantages in the economic and environmental context of DHL. 
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The factors which were assessed that encourage decision makers to support the concept of 

relocation are given below: 

 Intermodal transport system: The Tolvfors Logistics Park plan to have an 

intermodal transport system which may consist of rail and road facilities with a 

nearby airport called Gestrike airport, only 20 minutes away from its location. 

Moreover, Tolvfors logistics is located only 10 minutes away from the Port of 

Gävle, which can also make it a very profitable project in the context of the 

transportation facilities. 

 Increase transport mobility and efficiency: An Integrated logistics 

distribution centre in Tolvfors Logistics Park can work as an integrated regional 

distribution centre which, in the context of DHL Freight (Sweden), can increase 

the transport mobility and efficiency. 

 Advanced operation: Implementation of newly advanced technology in 

Tolvfors such as GIS system will lead to improve transportation operation and 

ultimately will enhance the overall operation of DHL. 

 Sharing resources and platform: The Tolvfors Logistics Park will offer 

opportunities for DHL to share the platform and resources with other companies; 

this can also bring more value-added services for the Park. 

 Green transportation: DHL can use more environmentally friendly transports 

within the city which is in line with their GoGeen program. 

 Improved efficiency: the utilization of the intermodal transport platform will 

lead to increase the efficiency of roads, hence increase the overall logistics 

efficiency. 

 Improved internal waste management system:  Most of the logistics 

companies have a huge number of wastages which they process with their 

subcontractors. However, within the logistics platform, the waste can be managed 

in a collective system which may also decrease the overall cost. 

 Route optimization: selection of the less congested roads that lead to Tolvfors 

will relieve the freight transportation drivers from stress and will allow them to 

perform their tasks in a better manner. Moreover, the relocation will have a 

minimal negative influence on the overall employee’s travel distance.   

 Reduction of noise: shifting the route of  most of the freight transport vehicles 

to Tolvfors instead of crossing the city centre, will certainly reduce the level of 

noise in the city. 

 An increase of employment: Establishing a modern  logistics park  in Tolvfors 

will offer the opportunities to create hundreds of new temporary and long-term 

 jobs, which will contribute to reducing the unemployment rate in the city which 

is currently at 10,7% (Ekonomifakta, 2018). 
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 Providing port facility services: The creation of the Tolvfors Logistics Park 

will offer various facility services to the port of Gävle, and in return, the port will 

offer its services to other cities such as Stockholm, for example. 

 Resolve of housing shortage: relocation of the freight companies to Tolvfors 

will allow the city to utilize the current area in Näringen to develop residential 

buildings that will contribute to reducing the housing shortage in the city. 

5.2 Quantitative results 

5.2.1 Measurements 

The field observation and measurements extracted from the Swedish Transport 

Administration’s website and Google Map enabled to calculate the distance, time, 

emission and fuel consumption as shown below in table 2 and Fig.11 & 12 (data relevant 

to the calculations shown in the appendix).  

 Distance reduction: Relocating the DHL Freight AB to the Tolvfors Logistics 

Park will reduce the inbound and outbound transportation distance from Näringen 

to Stockholm, Sandviken and Sundsvall. As per the performed calculation, the 

distance will be reduced approximately 53% than the current location at 

Näringen; 

 Time:Tolvfors Logistic Park will save quite a lot of travel time for DHL as much 

as approximately 73% less than the travel time in current route; 

 Emission: Relocation of DHL to Tolvfors logistic park can decrease the emission 

of carbon dioxide nearly about 51% comparing to present location; 

 Fuel consumption: DHL Freight AB can save fuel up to nearly 50% if it is 

relocated in the Tolvfors Logistics Park; 

 Cost optimization: As the logistics park has an impact on reducing fuel 

consumption around 50%, hence the fuel expenses will be reduced by the same 

ratio. 
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Table 2. Calculation of Mileage, Time, Emission and Fuel Consumption 
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Figure 11. Comparative analysis of Distance and Time  
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Figure 12. Comparative analysis of Emission and Fuel Consumption 

5.2.2 Simulation results 

The data and information were collected from observation or extracted from Swedish 

Transport Administration’s website to build a simulation model that imitate the present 

situation and the future scenario of roads between Näringen and Tolvfors Logistics Park in 

order to make comparison of the impact of the relocation on the city centre in the context 

of environmental and social aspect. As shown in the simulation results below in Fig.13, 

the utilization of the roads in the present scenario, specifically of Västra Vägen and 

Hamnleden inbound and outbound flow illustrating 66.45%, 61.18%, 55.56%  and 

66.12% respectively. On the other hand, Fig.14 demonstrates the future scenario of the 

same roads in the context of utilization, where the flow percentages are 30.7%, 28.31%, 

46.14% and 58.12%.The comparison between these two scenarios shows that the road 

utilization or congestion is reduced approximately 35.75%, 32.87%, 9.42%, and 8%. 
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Figure 13. Road utilization for current simulation model flow 

 

 

Figure 14. Road utilization for future scenario 
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6 Analysis and discussion 

The relocation of logistics facilities is one of the strategic processes, which has a long-term 

impact on different facets: capability to meet customer satisfaction, working conditions, 

availability and accessibility of raw materials, markets and business operations (Opasanon 

and Lertsanti, 2013). So, giving an optimum attention on logistics network design is one 

step closer to the wider development to sustainability which deals not only with the 

financial and economic terms but also how city logistics and supply chain impacts on 

human life and environmental sustainability (Lee et al., 2010). Gävle, being one of the 

leading commercial and maritime cities in Sweden which is situated at a junction of the E4 

and E16 highway, has a significant value in terms of city logistics and supply chain. E4 

highway connects Helsingborg (southern Sweden) and Torneå (Finland) where E16 

connects Gävle (Sweden) and Bergen via Oslo (Norway). Gävle Container Terminal AB, 

the fastest growing container terminal on the east coast of the country and Port of Gävle 

which is one of the biggest petroleum ports of Sweden make this city very important. In 

addition, there are also two industrial ports in the Gävle region-Norrsundet and Skutskär. 

Keeping its importance in mind a big investment has been planned in this region during 

the period until 2020 which include the ‘Tolvfors Logistics Park’ in a total of 500 hectares 

to be planned (MellanSveriges Logistiknav, 2018). Once this logistics park will be 

established, the logistics companies which are currently placed in Näringen, an area very 

near to city centre, need to be moved to the proposed logistics park which will be 10 

minutes away from the current location, Näringen. As DHL Freight AB (Gävle) was 

chosen as a case company for this thesis, this chapter will try to discuss the answers to the 

research questions for this thesis 

6.1 Answering RQ1 

This part will discuss the answers to the RQ1 to find out the factors which encourage 

logistics companies to relocate their business from city centre to a suburban area within 

DHL’s context of sustainability. The factors are shown in the below Table 3. 
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Table 3. Advantages of relocation in the context of Sustainability 

Factors Area in the context of Sustainability 

Increase of transport mobility Economic, Environmental, Social 

Advanced operation Economic, Environmental 

Shared platform Economic, Environmental 

Intermodal transport facilities Economic, Environmental, Social 

Sustainable transportation Economic, Environmental, Social 

Improved logistics efficiency Economic, Environmental, Social 

Internal waste management Economic, Environmental, Social 

6.1.1 Increase of transport mobility 

Mobility is considered as the competence to travel (Giuliano et al., 2003), though the 

meaning is no longer limited within travelling activity but encompasses the traveller to 

decide about the place and time to travel making the optimum use of information to adjust 

the journey (EU, 2017). This optimization of freight movement is deemed to aim to the 

urban logistics as it has a great influence to increase the city mobility among other 

environmental and economic benefits (Crainic et al., 2009).The mobility is considered to 

be as one of the best drivers for both economic and social development which determines 

access to jobs, goods and services (UN Habitat 2010). However, Jeekel (2016) considers 

urban mobility as an essential key for the societal challenges and this reason of being 

addressed in several documents of European Commission. European Commission (2013), 

emphasizing on the utilization of smart city solution in regards to urban transportation 

management to limit access to city centres, where some of these technologies can provide 

by the logistics parks. The implementation of the smart city concept in the city of Gävle in 

collaboration with the Tolvfors Logistics Park will be expected to exhibit high potential in 

terms of sustainable mobility and emission mitigation. 

6.1.2 Contemporary operation 

Setting up logistics platforms may boost in growing contemporary and advanced logistics 

contribution: arrangement of consulting, planning, network design, information 

technology (IT) services etc., (Sheffi, 2013). Typically, this can bring and result scopes for 

new and demanding jobs merged with logistics companies. For an example, one of the 

success stories of Hewlett-Packard typically known as HP within the IT industries can be 

drawn here from Lee et al. (1993). Starting from distributing six models of printer for 

configuring 23 different countries resulting in 138 finished printer versions, the company 

had to count huge shipping costs. To cut down the shipping costs and provide better 

service, HP modernized the printers and fixed the supply chain by using the European 

platform to distribute its technologically advanced printers to its European distribution 

centre in Holland. When the printers reach in Holland, an easy system lets HP arrange 
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and configure printers for each country knowing the demand. Thus, adding such 

contemporary value-added services with a cost-efficient shipping process and creating 

even more jobs for the local community. Similarly, if the logistics companies are relocated 

from the city centre to a suburban logistics platform, here in this thesis, from Näringen to 

Tolvfors Logistics Park, it can enjoy the road, rail, air and port facilities as there is a plan 

to expand rail facilities passing Tolvfors Logistics Park and Gävle has also an airport and 

seaport facilities. In addition, this Park can also enjoy the benefits of Geographic 

Information Systems (GIS) as this region has the highest concentration of GIS expertise 

and is also referred as GIS capital of Europe (New European Economy, 2018) which is a 

major savings generator for both the environment and transportation costs. 

6.1.3 Shared platform 

Establishing a logistics platform may provide with number of advantages related to the 

ability to shared assets, better customer service and to adjust their business volume (Sheffi, 

2013). Gajšek (2012) mentions about three priorities in this case. First, it is a good idea to 

think about maintaining the freedom of each and every enterprises to save time and 

resources Second, to establish a general and a common resource centre which could be 

used in case of necessity to exchange materials, information, assets within the adjacent 

business partners. Finally to overcome distances within or between regions using external 

logistics activities can be another reason use shared platform. External logistics activities 

may include total material or information flow from supplier to the end customers along 

with information system, facilities and involved organizations (Aldin and Stahre, 2003). 

The arrangement of many organizations , whether it be service or business industries in a 

same platform assist to achieve a high quality product or service efficiency as they develop 

good relationships and synergy to achieve and enjoy the benefits of shared logistical 

platform (Porter, 2000). As for example, when the daily flights of UPS Logistics Company 

of Singapore goes to its Asian hub and is full, rather than asking its customer to wait for its 

next departure, it can utilize the airfreight of DHL or FedEx to carry its package. It is only 

possible because all these logistics companies are located within the Airport Logistic Park 

of Singapore which makes the serviceability really easy and economical (Sheffi, 2013). In 

this context, the proposed Tolvfors Logistics Park can also gain the environmental and 

economic advantage over a shared logistics platform as creation of logistics centres can 

generate benefits ranging from having a shared infrastructure which can increase 

productivity, reduce time, brings innovative and value-added final product (McCalla et 

al., 2001). 

6.1.4 Intermodal transport facilities 

Due to the increasing demand on modular construction in a global environment, 

intermodal transportation has become an integrated part in international/intercontinental 

cooperation which is a particular type of multimodal transportation whereby freight is 
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transported from an origin to a destination in a fixed intermodal transportation unit 

(SteadieSeifi et al., 2014). When the weight of freight is less than 25,000 kg and the 

transport distance is longer than 500 km, intermodal transportation is generally advisable 

(Crainic and Kim, 2007). The intermodal transportation system is a typical hub consisting 

of finely distributed collection systems, a practically distributed long-haul system and 

more than one transportation modes (Flodén, 2007). According to Liu et al. (2018), there 

are four major steps that comprise the overall intermodal transportation process: (1) a 

composition stage- which involves accumulating, reinforcing, packaging, and warehousing 

through road transport, (2) a connecting or transferring stage-which is mainly used by 

freight trains for long distance, (3) an interchange stage- which aims for avoiding 

interruption during transportation (4) a decomposition stage- which represents the 

transportation of the freights which are distributed from the terminal to different 

destinations. It follows that the terminal serves as an intermodal interface between the 

local/regional and national/international distribution systems. From the example of 

Zaragoza Logistics Park, the indicators can give an insight of the intermodal transport 

facilities. Since it was invested by the government of Aragón, so according to Sheffi (2013) 

some rough statistics show that  between 2002-2008, unemployment rate was a bit over 

half of the average unemployment in Spain. He also mentioned that the production rose 

about 87% from 2003 to 2008 in Aragón where the total increase in Spain was about 83%. 

The total mileage increased about 58% from 2002 to 2007 within Aragón while the 

number of freight transport such as commercial trucks increased from 7,529 to 19,557 

(ibid). So the Tolvfors Logistics Park shall also be beneficial for the whole region in terms 

of employment, production, transport mobility, shared assets etc. 

6.1.5 Sustainable transportation facility 

As the Tolvfors Logistics Park is going to be a new-age park, it can manage its 

transportation in a sustainable way.  As mentioned by Jacnya et al. (2014) that 

unsustainable transportation has several bad impact on environment and economy, this 

proposed park can overcome these negative facts by providing a sustainable transportation 

system as like ‘Cityporto Padua’, which is basically an operational service for goods 

delivery in an urban area in Italy. Located inside the freight village of ‘Interporto Padova’ 

which is also the logistics platform, this freight system is consolidated by urban 

distribution centre and by using hybrid and ‘Compressed Natural Gas’ (CNG) vehicles, it 

reduced the freight transport and pollution problem. Operators of all the 55 carriers 

deliver their goods to the logistics platform where all the eco-friendly vehicles are loaded 

and then distributed to the City Centre. Strategic location, availability of logistic platform, 

neutral role all the freight companies and a dedicated IT system with stakeholders support 

throughout helped this project to get environmental, economic gain (Morana, 2014). In 

addition, using of electric tricycle (used by San Sabestian- Cargo cycle distribution), 

Cubicycle (used by DHL-the Netherlands), electric vehicles (Correos- Spanish Postal 
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service) etc. can reduce CO2 emissions, can contribute safety to the pedestrians and 

reduce fuel consumption and get rid of traffic congestion. 

6.1.6 Improved sustainable logistics efficiency 

In general most of the logistics companies consider the geographic location which they will 

move in, as the first evaluation factor that affects their decision. The location factor 

includes many aspects, however time to distance to the nearest highways, railway hub, 

seaport and airport (Amrani, 2007). The proposed logistic platform at Tolvfors is located 

in selective area that is close to two highways (E4 and E16), port of Gävle and Gestrike 

airport. Comparing the location of Tolvfors’ to the current location of the logistics 

companies in Näringen, it can be seen that the distance and time as shown in table 2 are 

less, where the time is reduced up to 73% and the distance is also minimized up to 53%. 

These two factors lead to influence the mitigation of CO2, energy conservation and cost 

optimization. Where the reduction and optimization statistics for the three factors as 

shown in table 2, which are 51 %, 50% and 50 % consecutively. Hence, location of 

Tolvfors is one of the essential factors that motivate the logistics companies such as DHL 

to relocate their business premises. 

6.1.7 Internal waste management 

When establishing logistics platform, the waste management is considered as an important 

issue that is required to be taken in consideration in design with development of the 

platform as part of green logistics. Logistics companies produce vast amount of waste 

which mainly consist of wood products that can be recycled such as empty boxes and 

pallets. This system will reflect the logistics companies’ responsibilities towards the 

development of sustainability and improve their sustainability image, and this is supported 

by Wu and Dunn (1995), who state that “a logistics system is responsible for the 

environment, which not only includes forward logistics process from the acquisition of 

raw materials, production, packaging, transport, storage, to the delivery to end users’ 

hands, but also includes the reverse logistics dealing with waste recycling and disposal” (p. 

24).  As such example of internal waste management is shown in the case of Cityporto, 

where an area was designated for waste containers and later on, the containers will be 

transported to the recycling manufacturers (Morana, 2014). This system is considered as 

an environmentally friendly system which will have positive influence on the 

environmental as well on economic aspects and will encourage the logistics companies 

such as DHL to support the idea of relocation to ‘Tovfors Logistics Park’ and contribute in 

reducing waste and up keeping the natural resources. 
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6.2 Answering RQ2 

6.2.1 Reduction of noise 

Reduction of noise: noise pollution is mainly created by traffic, industry and other 

recreational activities. Noise pollution is a main problem in urban environments that 

impact the human behaviour (European Commission, 2017) as well as the animal behavior 

(Raimbault and Dubois, 2005). Moreover, the road traffic is considered as the highest 

contribution for noise pollution in the urban environment and as per ECR (2017), the 

noise affects people’s health directly or indirectly and cost EU not less than 0.35% from 

its gross domestic product (GDP). So, by relocating the logistics companies from the city 

centre to Tolvfors, certain percentage of the heavy traffic vehicles will be removed from 

the inner city route and definitely will reduce the noise and improve the quality of life of 

city inhabitant. 

6.2.2 An increase of employment opportunities 

The construction of a new logistics platform is considered as a long-term project which 

might take years to complete, which creates a lot of job opportunities and contributes to 

reduce the unemployment rate. Moreover upon establishing a logistics platform, long-

term job opportunities can be expected. For example, Interporto Padova (Italy) with an 

area of approximately 2 Sq. km hosts around 80 logistics companies and 3000 employees 

(Morana, 2014). 

6.2.3 Providing port facility services 

The establishment of a logistics platform will be motivated by the decision of the logistics’ 

companies to move  their business to it, in order to enjoy and leverage the services offered 

by the logistics platform such as warehousing infrastructure, efficient transportation 

infrastructure, onsite custom facilitation and customs clearance possess (Amrani,2007). 

Such services will be offered as well to the city port who consequently will utilize this 

opportunity to expand the port services to the neighbouring cities leveraging form the 

privilege of his geographic location. 

6.2.4 Reduction of congestion 

Traffic simulations can simplify the required changes for infrastructure of the network as 

well as the policy modification before implementation takes place on the road network. 

The idea of applying the simulation tool on this thesis is to demonstrate the traffic flow on 

the network that is affected by the relocation of the business premises. However, due to 

multiple roads, intersections, lack of time and resources, the simulation was limited 

within the most affected roads. To validate the simulation’s behaviour in the current 

scenario where all the traffic flows including the trucks towards or out from Näringen, 

Fig.13 shows the average utilization of each road in the case study, namely Västra Vägen 
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and Hamnleden. It can be observed that the utilization of the inbound and outbound of 

Hamnleden is comparatively lower than the utilization of the Västra Vägen even though 

the travel distance is longer, where the drivers avoid the traffic and save time regardless 

the distance, being short or long. As this phenomena was the initial factor for this thesis to 

evaluate how the relocation of the logistics’ companies from Näringen to Tolvfors 

Logistics Park will affect the traffic behaviour in these roads The second simulation 

scenario representing the future traffic flow, where all the truck routes are being shifted to 

Tolvfors without going through VästraVägen or Hamnleden. It can be seen in Fig. 14 that 

there is much reduction in the utilization percentage for both roads (Västra Vägen and 

Hamnleden), comparing to the current scenario. This provides the contribution to the 

answer the second research question, where reducing the utilization means reducing 

congestion and all related consequences such as reducing emission, fuel and time which 

have an environmental, economical as well social impact. However reducing the 

congestion on the cities has several benefits, where there has been a continuous increment 

of vehicles in the world, the traffic condition is getting worse which leads to congestion 

and pollution (Crainic et al., 2004). The phenomena of congestion in urban area is 

complicated and related to several factors that can lead to impact its demographic, social 

and economic characteristics, availability of public transport and the urban freight 

transport activities. These factors are beyond the choice of people in taking decision of 

their location of living and work and ultimately form the shape of the demand of travel 

activities and lead congestion. As per European Commission (2017), the percentage of 

delay in 2013 ranged in between 14% and 39% in EU cities. The report added that the 

cost of congestion evaluated at EUR130 billion, which reflects a very high cost. Hence, 

reducing the congestion level has become an essential objective by communities in order 

to obtain the benefits that improve the quality of their life. The benefits represent- i) 

improved air quality, ii) improved traffic safety, iii) saved time, and iv) reduced nuisance. 

6.3 Answering RQ3 

The assessment of business relocation can improve the city logistics and recognize the 

advantages that expected such as increase the road traffic safety, reduction of travel time, 

ease accessibility to social and business area and improving the public transport services 

(Witkowski and Kiba-Janiak (2014). The assessment approach facilitates the findings of 

the factors that encourage the logistics companies to relocate their businesses: i) the 

assessment of the location and the transport infrastructure factors which lead to figure out 

the factors of intermodal transport system; ii) the assessment of VAS which can recognize 

the factors of advanced operation and shared resources and platforms iii) the assessment of 

sustainable development highlights the factors of green transportation, waste 

management, and route optimization. The systematic approach assessment allows the 
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recognition of the tangible and intangible advantages that can be obtained by the 

companies and the communities. 

7 Conclusions 

This thesis shed light on the relocation of logistics companies from a city centre to a 

suburban logistics park and demonstrates all the three sustainable impacts. Reduction of 

CO2 and noise pollution having environmental impacts, operational improvement and less 

fuel consumption having economic impacts and improved life for the community having 

social effects can be some of the improved aspects of moving the logistics companies and 

relocate them in a logistics platform which is convenient for all the modes of 

transportation. In that case, selected location for the logistics park shall also have 

convenient and optimum advantages for the companies and for the people of the 

community as well. This thesis offers a systematic approach for the assessment of the 

relocation of logistics companies from the city centre of to a suburban logistic park. This 

thesis attempts to present the advantages which can motivate logistics companies to move 

from the city centre to a logistics. Since traffic congestion is one of the burning issues in 

the current world, urban freight transportation system was also demonstrated in a holistic 

view. Intermodality, being one of the significant parts of this thesis shows it is a service 

more than only a consolidation centre in the sense that it attempts to incorporate some 

aspects of both transport and logistics. In addition, intermodal logistics platforms can also 

play a vital role to overcome the operational and organizational issues associated with 

using numerous modes and several links in the transport chain. These logistics platforms 

can also connect different modes of the transport system, freight markets, and freight 

forwarders. If managed in an optimum and appropriate way, these platforms can definitely 

create some significant advantages over many scattered companies’ located in non-

industrial areas. Doing so, housing problem can also be reduced by building houses in 

those areas which can benefit the society. Therefore, supply chain management personals, 

Government, and other stakeholders may evaluate this very good option to relocate and 

establish logistics platform in today’s age of globalization to enjoy all of its facilities with 

increased supply chain efficiency and advanced competitive advantages. 

This thesis contributes to developing a systematic approach to assessing the essential key 

factors in decision making to relocate logistics companies to an integrated logistics 

platform. The thesis also highlighted the positive influence of the relocation on the triple 

bottom line sustainable development which has been represented by reduced traffic 

congestion, minimized CO2 emission, reduced transportation distance, reduced travel 

time, optimized cost and enhanced transport mobility. In addition, this thesis can be 

beneficial for DHL as it enables them to utilize the systematic approach as a tool to assess 

the factors that influence the decision for relocation into the Tolvfors Logistics Park. 
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Research on this subject with the mixed methods having a case study is very limited. 

Moreover, using FlexSim-6 software which contributes to traffic flow optimization is also 

an added advantage in this thesis. Theoretically, the undertaken research contributes to 

sustainable city logistics literature. Practically, this particular study provides some 

motivations for the internal and external stakeholders at strategic and operational levels in 

relocating logistics companies from city centre to a suburban logistics platform to enjoy 

the facilities of transport intermodality. 

Initially, the research was intended to be done on a holistic point of view on different 

logistics organizations in Sweden, but later on, for time constraint and lack of access to 

other organizations, the study was limited only on one company, DHL Freight AB (Gävle, 

Sweden). Other countries and their laws, culture and government regulations could 

influence the answers and could lead to different perspectives in case of relocation, 

intermodal logistics platform, stakeholders’ involvement and participation, urban freight 

transportation and city logistics, selection of location and infrastructure facilities etc. 

Furthermore, as the information and data were collected and based only on one company, 

the results could somewhat differ if some more logistics organizations would have been 

included. There were also some discrepancies in the data as there were no fixed and latest 

data in the website for the roads specifically related to ‘Tolvfors Logistics Park’, which are 

still under conceptual phase. Additionally, due to limited resources and data, the 

simulation model was made by imitating the main roads starting only from the entrance 

points of the city of Gävle and did not include the whole network of the city centre. 

However, as this was a case study and researchers can make analytic generalizations within 

case studies as Gibbert et al. (2008) mentioned that analytic generalization means taking 

the findings from a case study and applying it to existing theory. 

As mentioned above in the discussion, some areas remain undiscovered and would be 

interesting for further investigation. In the case of relocation, how the government and 

stakeholders, related to the project should collaborate to create an intermodal logistics 

platform? What could be the policies for smooth and modern management and operation? 

How can the GIS contribute to choosing a better location make the smart city concept? 

How the monitoring and follow up inspection of such huge intermodal logistics park can 

be practically monitored? In addition, collaborating with some research organizations, 

how this kind of logistics platform can contribute to future research in the field of logistics 

and innovation? 

Last but not least, the master’s students of this thesis would also suggest conducting this 

study and apply the systematic approach on a larger scale, including more companies with 

the collaboration of research and academic organizations to make a difference in the 

practical field which would really contribute to make this world truly sustainable for the 

future generations to come. 
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https://www.uncclearn.org/sites/default/files/inventory/unescap20_0.pdf
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Appendix 

Calculations for above Table 2 (Main Text) 

Mileage = No. Of Vehicles X distance, 

Stay Time = No. Of Vehicles X Travel Distance 

CO2 =   No. Of Vehicles X Mileage X conversion factor:  

Conversion factor = 0.895 (kg CO2 Per vehicle-km (DEFRA, 2008) 

Fuel =No. Of Vehicles X Mileage X consumption factor; 
Here, Consumption factor= 0.35 l/km 
DHL No.of trucks= 12 (To Stockholm Via Västra Vägen)+ 16 (To Sandviken via Västra 
Vägen)+ 12 (To Sundsvall via Hamnleden)=40 Trucks 
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Table 1. Traffic Flow Data (Data source:http://vtf.trafikverket.se/SeTrafikinformation) 
Date & Time E4- Stockholm E16 -Sandviken E4-Sundsvall 

Total 
traffic 

Trucks Personal 
car(s) 

Total 
traffic 

Trucks Personal 
car(s) 

Total 
traffic 

Trucks Personal 
car(s) 

2015-09-22 
21:00 

218 35 183 206 54 152 1043 123 920 

2015-09-22 
22:00 

132 37 95 160 59 101 1137 133 1004 

2015-09-22 
23:00 

91 36 55 95 48 47 1210 152 1058 

2015-09-23 
00:00 

57 23 34 49 33 16 1434 154 1280 

2015-09-23 
01:00 

94 13 81 72 24 48 1674 141 1533 

2015-09-23 
02:00 

53 15 38 54 21 33 1312 88 1224 

2015-09-23 
03:00 

43 20 23 51 31 20 1005 65 940 

2015-09-23 
04:00 

67 26 41 67 33 34 740 55 685 

2015-09-23 
05:00 

136 56 80 133 61 72 493 41 452 

2015-09-23 
06:00 

503 92 411 416 91 325 297 40 257 

2015-09-23 
07:00 

789 124 665 499 103 396 211 46 165 

2015-09-23 
08:00 

630 98 532 455 106 349 102 44 58 

2015-09-23 
09:00 

571 113 458 415 101 314 46 28 18 

2015-09-23 
10:00 

619 120 499 465 92 373 47 25 22 

2015-09-23 
11:00 

684 100 584 529 122 407 37 17 20 

2015-09-23 
12:00 

736 116 620 546 94 452 48 26 22 

2015-09-23 
13:00 

704 126 578 614 125 489 80 27 53 

2015-09-23 
14:00 

792 120 672 664 123 541 302 48 254 

2015-09-23 
15:00 

972 111 861 878 131 747 1234 150 1084 

2015-09-23 
16:00 

1257 131 1126 1069 116 953 1531 139 1392 

2015-09-23 
17:00 

975 88 887 805 101 704 1252 129 1123 

2015-09-23 
18:00 

793 79 714 653 76 577 846 110 736 

2015-09-23 
19:00 

574 71 503 547 86 461 855 141 714 

2015-09-23 
20:00 

319 53 266 325 66 259 970 142 828 

 

 

http://vtf.trafikverket.se/SeTrafikinformation
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Figure 1. Extracted result from Minitab program 
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Semi-Structured Interview with DHL Freight AB (Gävle, Sweden) 
 

Section 1: Interviewee profile 

Name Mattias Jähder  

Company DHL Freight (Sweden) AB  

Company Address Strömsbrovägen 17, 803 09 Gävle 

Department Position Site Manager 

Work experience within the company Almost 4 years. 

Date of the interview 23rd April, 2018 

Time  45 Minutes (Approx.) 

 
Section 2: Interview questions 

No. Questions 

1 Can you brief us about the logistics and freight operations of your company?  

2 What are the most common routes used by DHL to go to highways? 

3 What is the average number of inbound and outbound trucks for DHL (Gävle)? 

4 What are the total number and size of vehicles operated by DHL (including 

subcontractors’)? 

5 What is the loading/ unloading time? 

6 Do you have any big volume of goods transaction from the port of Gävle? 

7 What are the destination zones away from Gävle? 

8 What is your preferred time in the whole day for loading and unloading of goods? 

9 Do you know anything about the Tolvfors Logistics Park? 

10 Have you been approached by the Municipality of Gävle for a future relocation to 

the proposed Tolvfors Park? 

11 What is your take on to move to the future ‘Tolvfors Logistics Park’? 

12 How the easy access to railway transport mode would affect your business 

performance? 
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13 How would the employees be affected if the company is moved to Tolvfors 

Logistics Park from the current location? 

14 What would be the value added services that you expect to be there in the 

‘Tolvfors Logistics Park’? 

15 What is your take on the sustainability issue? 

16 Is DHL (Gävle) doing anything regarding sustainability related to GoGreen 

project? 

 

 

Semi-Structured Interview with the Municipality of Gävle 
 
Section 1: Interviewee profile 

Name Harald Knutsen 

Company Municipality of Gävle  

Company Address Drottninggatan 22, 803 11 Gävle 

Department  Planning 

Date of the interview 24th April, 2018 

Time  40 Minutes (Approx.) 

 
Section 2: Interview questions 

No. Questions 

1 Can you tell us a brief on the Tolvfors Logistics Park? 

2 When will the Tolvfors Logistics Park take effect (the year it will start and end)?   

3 What are the infrastructural development that will be established in the park?  

4 How will the park be subsidised? 

5 What is the plan of municipality regarding the allocation of the land and relocating 
of logistics companies from Näringen?  

6 What are the reasons behind the relocation of the logistics firms? 

7 What kind of incentives the municipality will offer to the companies? 

 


